What’s New?
Version 7.3
Features and Benefits
♦ Speech Search

♦ SIP Call Info Mapping

SPEECH SEARCH
OAISYS now offers Speech Search. This feature allows users to search historical call
recordings for one or more key words or phrases that were spoken during the phone call.
The Speech Search feature is embedded in the OAISYS Management Studio allowing for
easy access. The OAISYS Speech Search provides the opportunity for businesses to gather
additional data that can be used for compliance, training to improve the customer experience,
and more.
OAISYS Speech Search feature is phonetic-based. The Speech Search Engine scans the
recorded call for phonemes; the component parts of language. The phonemes are queried
for matches, then call recordings that match the user’s criteria are returned.

Users can search all calls or a subset of calls for words or phrases spoken by either party.
Speech search results can be saved so other users can find them instantly.
Flexible Indexing -- indexing of historical calls can be scheduled or it can be done in real
time.

Requirements
OAISYS Version 7.3
A dedicated Speech Search Server meeting these requirements:






CPU- Core2 Quad 9550 or better
RAM – 8GB
Storage – 1TB
OS – Windows 7 or higher
SQL – 2008 (must match the version of SQL on the OAISYS server)

NOTE: If the OAISYS Server is used as the Speech Search Sever an additional hard drive will
be required for indexing. The hard drive must be at least 2 x the size of the recording drive in
the OAISYS Server.
Known Issue: The Speech Search option is currently visible for unlicensed users allowing
them to enter a search phrase and click on the Execute Search button. The user will not
receive speech search results which may cause confusion, but their criteria search will work
properly. This issue will be resolved in a Service Pack targeted for the end of March.
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SIP CALL INFO MAPPING
This feature allows an OAISYS Admin user the ability to map information from the SIP URI into
an OAISYS field. These fields can be used for the Live Calls application (if Extension and/or
Agent ID is available), call recording triggers, and historical call searches.

SIP-call info mapping fields are now programmed into profiles, making it easier to share
settings among various SIP devices without opening and changing each SIP device.
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